This document contains a set of engineering drawings for a bridge standard. The drawings include various sections such as Lid Plan View, Throat Plan View, and sections labeled H-H, I-I, K-K, J-J, L-L, and J-L. The sections provide detailed views of the bridge structure, showing dimensions, annotations, and construction details.

The left side of the page features a Lid Plan View, showing the layout of the bridge lid, with dimensions and annotations for various components. The right side includes Throat Plan View sections labeled H-H, I-I, K-K, J-J, L-L, and J-L, each showing detailed views of the throat sections with annotations for reinforcing bars, lid locations, and other construction elements.

The drawings are accompanied by text that explains the purpose and requirements for the construction of the bridge standard. The text includes instructions for various components, such as the placement of reinforcing bars, the dimensions for different sections, and other necessary details for the construction process.

The drawings and text together provide a comprehensive guide for the construction of the bridge standard, ensuring that all necessary components are included and correctly positioned according to the specifications.